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Abstract – The advancement in technologies and
electronic design automation tools has made it possible to
design ASIC chips and analyze its parameters
extensively. Design Compiler by Synopsys and Genus
Synthesis Solution by Cadence are some of the EDA tools
which are used for running synthesis flow for various
blocks of hardware SoC design. This paper provides an
insight to brief survey of the various techniques involved
in synthesis flow using Design Compiler tool and Genus
Synthesis Solution tool. The techniques used in running
the synthesis flow are designed such that parameters power, area and timing are optimized and results in
enhancing the overall performance. Therefore, the brief
literature survey provides a comparison among the
various proposed work in terms of optimized values of
power, area and performance (timing) and the results
provide an overview of the parameters evaluation using
both the tools.
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Register Transfer Logic, Electronic Design Automation,
Design Compiler, Synopsys, Genus, Cadence, Synthesis,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of technologies, it has become
possible to design hardware for any block/module with
the aid of ASIC design flow. Application Specific
Integrated Circuit is a chip designed mainly for a
specific application like for a protocol, satellite, voice
recorder etc. ASIC design flow includes a series of
steps - chip design specification, architectural design,
behavioral and functional modelling, logical
implementation, synthesis and testing, floor planning
and design layout. In order to meet the user
requirements regarding design of chip, changes are
done accordingly in design tools, procedures and
software/hardware abilities. All the stages of ASIC
design flow make use of electronic design automation
tools that enables to implement the design and the
necessary changes in the design through an efficient
manner.
Logical Synthesis is one of the stages of ASIC
flow. Synthesis is defined as a process that involves
three steps – translation, mapping and optimization.
With the help of these three steps, synthesis converts
RTL code (Verilog or VHDL) into gate level netlist.
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The conversion from RTL code into design with logic
gates is done with the help of synthesis tools. The
synthesis tools available are Design Compiler by
Synopsys and Genus Synthesis Solution by Cadence.
The main aim of employing these tools is to enhance
the productivity during conversion of RTL code and to
provide highest quality of reports at the end of
implementation. Power, performance and area are
three important parameters to be taken into
consideration at every stage of ASIC flow. These
parameters play a key role in defining the way tools
can be used to obtain the best results. Obtaining
optimal PPA along with trade-offs has led to
improving the functionality of EDA tools. Therefore,
EDA tools – Design Compiler and Genus Synthesis
Solution play a crucial role in optimizing power,
performance and area during synthesis process.
II.

SYNTHESIS FLOW

ASIC design flow is used for designing and
implementation of architectural designs with the help
of RTL code. Fig. 1 shows the various steps involved
in ASIC flow, thus the implementation of any design
starts by providing its specifications and is completed
with netlist handoff. Among all the steps, logic
synthesis is a methodology which transforms RTL
(HDL or VHDL) code into a netlist describing the
hardware (logic gates and the wires connecting them).
Standard cell library consisting of basic logic gates
like AND, OR, and NOR, or macro cells like adder,
multiplexers, memory, and flip-flops are used in logic
synthesis. Standard cells libraries put together are
called technology library which are used for
optimizing the design. Main objectives of Synthesis
are – to minimize area, to minimize power and
maximize performance. Synopsys’s Design Compiler
tool performs synthesis of a design by carrying out the
following steps - analysing & elaborating the RTL
code, applying design constraints to the design,
compiling and optimizing the design followed by
inspection of results (output files).
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Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the steps involved in
performing synthesis using Synopsys Design
Compiler tool and Genus Synthesis Solution tool
respectively. Firstly, libraries and designs are loaded,
design constraints are applied, and the design is
synthesized. The generated output files are analyzed
and mainly parameters like power, area, timing paths
and quality of reports are extracted.

III.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The different types of methodologies carried out in
synthesis flow with the help of Design Compiler tool
by Synopsys and Genus Synthesis Solution tool by
Cadence is available in the literature. The main aim of
all the proposed work is to improve the efficiency of
synthesis flow and to reduce the three important
parameters – power, timing and area significantly.
A comparative study of area, power and timing
results of the case study which performs scan insertion
synthesis and synthesis with and without constraints is
presented. With suitable inbuilt optimization and
mapping techniques, Design Compiler performs
synthesis and optimization and Conformal EC tool
performs Logic Equivalence Check (LEC) on the case
study [1].
A technique for enhancing area, power and
performance by applying an ungrouping method in
synthesis stage of Design Compiler tool and an
optimization method in floorplan, placement and clock
tree synthesis of IC Compiler tool is proposed. The
comparative analysis of results of concurrent clock
and data optimization and conventional clock tree
synthesis implies that with concurrent clock and data
optimization technique area, power (static and
dynamic), worst negative slack and total negative
slack is improved. Therefore, the Synopsys tools work
efficiently in improving the overall behavior of the
design [2].

Fig. 1. ASIC Design Flow [6]

Fig. 2. Steps involved in synthesis flow using Design Compiler tool
by Synopsys [1]

Fig. 3. Steps involved in synthesis flow using Genus Synthesis
Solution tool by Cadence [3]
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In paper [3] Genus Synthesis tool by Cadence in
synthesis process, Synopsys IC Compiler tool in
placement and routing and Tempus tool in sign-off
static timing analysis is employed. VSDFLOW is
tested on designs like picorv32 - a RISC-V CPU core
which makes use of 180nm PDK’s and 45nm PDK’s
from OSU and Nangate respectively and comparison
drawn based on the results of different combination of
tools by running VSDFLOW multiple times shows
that with each design, the area is optimized.
A synthesis technique using Synopsys Design
Compiler involving a combination of PTL and CMOS
logic cells, which can be inserted into standard cellbased design flow is proposed . The experiments based
on UMC 90-nm technology conveyed that PTL
surpasses CMOS in terms of parameters like power
consumption, area, and area–delay–power product
while hybrid CMOS/PTL yields better results in areaoptimization and delay optimization-based synthesis
flow. Therefore, PTL and hybrid CMOS/PTL can be
employed in applications having delay, power and
area as critical parameters in the design [4].
A VHDL code-based synthesis flow for FPGA
design employing Xilinx PlanAhead tool is proposed.
With this tool, it is easier to perform synthesis of RTL
code and helps in obtaining better results. High
performance, good flexibility and code processing
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speed and the dynamic resources placement of
modules are few advantages offered by PlanAhead
tools which makes them convenient to be used for
carrying out synthesis flow for any application [5].
Paper [6] focuses on power reduction in scan
synthesis stage of automatic test pattern generator. The
aim of reducing cell internal power, net switching
power and total dynamic power by 50% is achieved by
applying low power techniques to phase locked loop
circuit with the aid of Synopsys Design Compiler tool.
Another important inference that can be drawn is that
scan clock frequency reduction has impact only on
power and not on IC’s functionality and performance.
Thus, Synopsys DC tool plays a crucial in design for
testability stage.
In paper [7] two techniques towards efficient
VLSI circuits are presented. Firstly, a group of graphbased algorithms were proposed to come up with good
QoR with the use of simple cells like inverters and
either 2- input NAND/NOR or 2-input XOR/XNOR.
The results showed that parameters like power, delay
and transistor count was optimized. Secondly, a
pattern-based algorithm was proposed to design xorand-inverter graphs using C+11 coding language. The
proposed approaches resulted in 8-10% reduction in
area, 5-13% reduction in power and 16-19% reduction
in performance in comparison to reference tools.
A null convention logic based on Quasi-delayinsensitive designs is proposed. The gates required to
implement NCL design are 35% - 43% less as
compared to conventional design. By changing the
gate behaviour, null convention logic can be varied to
generate NCL+, INCL, INCL+ and INV. The results
of all the logics are compared in terms of total gates,
total area, total leakage power and total dynamic
power. Along with optimization techniques being
included in these logics, it becomes possible to
improve the parameters such as area and power (static
and dynamic) [8].
A synthesis methodology keeping in consideration
the outcomes obtained post place and route and static
timing analysis is presented. Physical synthesis is
introduced in the flow where in adequate physical
information is available in earlier stages which allows
to improve timing, power post signoff process and
provides less violations in the initial iteration. Thus,
physical synthesis is an approach to mitigate the
errors, provide optimal timings results pre and post
placement and routing and help in reducing total
runtime from synthesis to signoff as violations were
reduced in the beginning iterations [9].
Paper [10] puts forward the method of Boolean
matrix factorization involving approximate logic. The
main of the proposed technique is to break down large
circuits to smaller blocks which makes it easier to
perform Boolean matrix factorization on them. The
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results conveyed that with significant trade-off, it is
possible to accommodate all the QoR metrics in
factorization. Therefore, with the introduction of this
technique, new ways to improve the efficiency of
synthesis has been obtained.
Vedic mathematics in the design of 24-bit floating
point multiplier has been introduced in this proposed
work. The multiplier design is simulated using Xilinx
ISE 12.1 software and synthesized using CADENCE
Genus synthesis solution tool. Comparison is drawn
between critical parameters - area, power and timing
using Xilinx software and Cadence tool and it was
observed that better results were gained with the aid of
Cadence tool. So, these multipliers are better
compared to conventional ones as the main benefit is
less area and power consumption and enhanced
performance [11].
A functional-flow parallel programming language
Pythagoras based VLSI synthesis procedure is
proposed. This supports in conversion of architectural
description into RTL code and enables to execute
verification, testing debugging and optimization with
the aim of achieving reliability and quality with
reduced timing. As a result, this concept is
recommended for carrying out synthesis on system
components for control systems and spacecrafts [12].
A HEVC based 8 point 2-D Discrete Cosine
Transform stage which is fabricated of adders that are
efficient in terms of power and energy is designed in
this proposed work. The architecture was designed
using Verilog HDL and synthesized using Cadence
Genus Synthesis Solution tool. Two important
observations derived from the synthesized results of
proposed design were reduction of 14.76% and
13.99% in power consumption and area respectively
when compared to design made up of standard adders.
Therefore, these results imply that discrete cosine
transform designed with proposed method can be used
effectively in image and signal processing applications
[13].
In paper [14], synthesized designed elliptic curve
point multiplication method using FPGA and ASIC
technology is presented. Comparative study is carried
out by synthesizing the VHDL code on Virtex 6,
Virtex 7 and using 65 nm United Microelectronics
standard cell library of Synopsys DC tool. It was
observed that delay is less in ASIC technology than
that obtained using Virtex 6 and Virtex 7. Hence,
ASIC based flow is a more appropriate method for
implementation than FPGA as parameters can be
easily optimized to the required optimal values.
A low power design flow based on UPF as UPF is
a format which provides all the details regarding
different low power techniques being implemented in
the flow is proposed. The proposed flow implements
clock gating, multi voltage, power gating methods
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using Synopsys tool involving two libraries – 90nm
and 32/28nm on a multiplier design. Thus, UPF plays
an important role in the synthesis flow as it determines
power which is vital parameter for any design [15].
IV.

METHODOLOGY

In all the real time applications, synthesis flow plays

vital step in providing various details about a
block/module such as – clocking paths being used,
timing related information like hold time, setup time,
worst negative slack, total negative slack, static and
dynamic power consumption with respect to
combinational and sequential instances in the design,
information regarding number of ports, nets,
cells(combinational and sequential), macros present in
the design and area occupied by each of them and most
importantly it generates the optimized RTL netlist
which is used in chip fabrication.
a

The outline of the steps carried out in synthesis
flow is as shown in Fig. 4. It starts with collecting all
the necessary input files – verilog file consisting of
RTL code, library list(technology library, symbol
library, DesignWare library), constraints file and
script file for the tool(.tcl file). The further steps
involved are compiling library files to generate db
files(binary format), performing analyze to read RTL
code and to check for syntax errors. Elaborate step is
mapping the RTL code to GTECH (technology
independent) library cells. In compile and
optimization step, optimization is performed at
architectural, logic-level and gate level. Gate level
optimization marks the end of the synthesis flow.
Lastly, output files like log files, check files, reports
(area, power, port, quality of report) and optimized
netlist (.v format) is generated.

V.

RESULTS

In the proposed work, focus is on performing
synthesis flow on a block which can be modelled as
hardware accelerator using Design Compiler tool and
Genus tool and to compare the Quality of Results as
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 which are templates of QoR
obtained using Design Compiler and Genus
respectively. In general, on the basis of comparative
analysis of Quality of Results of both the tools, it is
observed that Design Compiler tool is efficient in
terms of area and power consumption. So, if Design
Compiler tool can achieve good timing performance
then it is preferred over Genus as it yields better results
for area and power parameters when compared to
Genus.

Fig. 5. Quality of Result Report for Design Compiler Tool [16]

Fig. 6. Quality of Result Report for Design Compiler Tool [17]
Fig. 4. Detailed description of the steps followed in synthesis flow
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The outcome of the proposed work has diverse
applications in the field of VLSI and SoC design and
the main objective is to inculcate various techniques
in the synthesis flow methodology so that there is a
wide scope of improvement in the results obtained
which in turn plays a crucial role while performing
activities such as design for testability, static timing
analysis, formal verification etc. From the literature
survey it is evident that in all the proposed work, the
stages of synthesis flow are modified in such a way
that designed techniques are being utilized to the
maximum extent to produce efficient results.
Therefore, from Quality of Results of the both the tools
it is conveyed that the flow aims at PPA exploration,
which means minimizing power, maximizing
performance and minimizing area which are of upmost
importance in synthesis flow and ASIC design .
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